
Travel Mt.Aso/Kurokawa 

1 Night Tour : Model Course

Ride Express Bus in the morning

@ Kumamoto Sta. (Get-in) 

@ Sakuramachi Bus Terminal (Get-in) 
@ Aso Kumamoto Airport (Get-in)
@ Aso Sta. (Get-off)

Take Express Bus from Aso Sta.

Aso Sta: 
There is no direct bus for Mount Aso. Tourist has
to change the bus from Aso Sta. to Mount Aso. 
If you have time to during bus change, 
have some coffee or milk products at nearby
super market or cafeteria. 

Take a local Sanko Bus for Asosan Nishi 

Eki 

Aso Nakadake Crater: 
Finally, you are at the most mystery active
volcano. Feel the Breath of the earth. 
Experience the magnificent volcanic sites and
don’t forget to ride the thrilling rope-way. 

2 hrs. are enough to visit around it

Kusasenri & Aso Volcano Museum:
Excursion the magnificent nature and enjoy Horse
riding. There is Aso Volcano Museum to watch the
visual effects and trace the history and geographic
condition of Mount Aso. 

40-50 min are enough to visit around it. 

Take a local Sanko Bus for Kusasenri & 

Aso Volcano Museum



Take a local Sanko Bus for Daikanbo

Daikanbo Peak:
Enjoy the scenic view of the 5 peak of the Aso & 
Mt. Kuju. It is in north east of Uchinomaki 
Hot-spring. Tourist can also enjoy the paragliding

activity. 

1 hr. is enough to visit around it. 

@ Kurokawa Onsen (Get-in) 
@ Travel to Kumamoto or Fukuoka or Yufuin 

Take Kyushu Odan Bus for Kurokawa 

Onsen. 

Have a nice Journey

The last bus for Kurokawa Hot Spring from 
Aso Sta. @ 14:12 
Aso Plaza Hotel @ 14:22

Kurokawa Hot Spring (Onsen):
Enjoy the best natural hot spring in Japan.
Have a good time and relax with your hubbies and
enjoy the delicious meal and feel the nature.  

1 night at Kurokawa 


